A new structure to design observers for linear systems is presented in this work. The key step is the construction of two layers where the first consists of multiple observers and the second connects them providing the weighted estimation state. The main difficulty is to find a new feedback which is responsible for control weights. To define observation law, we rely on multi observers from the first layer. The proposed structure significantly improves the transient characteristics of the observation process, which is shown in illustrative examples.
Introduction
The observer design is an important problem in the control systems theory. The most popular observer has been proposed long time ago by Luenberger [7] . Currently the observation problem is solved for linear and nonlinear systems [4, 6, 11] . In this paper our goal is to improve transients in the observation process in the case of a linear system. Thus, we consider Luenberger based observers.
The crucial problem connected with the observer design is to achieve the desired performance. An attractive idea is to alter the observer gain, which has been analyzed in other works [9, [11] [12] [13] .
Another approach is found in the work [2] where a plant is described by switching a finite set of models. This requires a switched observer structure. The set of observers is applied to provide the convergence of an estimation process despite time varying parameters. However in every time instant only one observer is chosen to estimate the state hence we can say nothing about a multi observer structure.
An interesting idea is to refine the structure of the observer. For example, in the work [10] the transient improvement is obtained by introducing the additional dynamics into the ob-server process. In this approach the static Luenberger observer is transformed into dynamic form by replacing a static gain within a dynamic gain.
The purpose of this paper is to define a new framework which may be called Multi Observer. The authors are partially motivated by an approach formulated for the adaptive control. In works [8] the indirect adaptive controller is designed by using the identification process relying on many models, which are working simultaneously.
In this paper, our goal is to refine a structure of the Luenberger observer by its extension from a single to a multiple observer. This produces two layers. The former is a set of Luenberger observers with different estimation states. The latter calculates the weights of the first layer observers. Thanks to the auxiliary layer, we are enabled to provide a new estimation law. The proposed technique may be applied to any kind of Luenberger observer, for instance reduced order observer. Furthermore, the authors already applied the Multi Observer structure to reduce a peaking phenomenon in High Gain Observers in work [3] . In the presented work, thanks to linearity of the Luenberger observer, we may solve the problem Multi Observer problem in a very elegant way. The improvement of observer process performance is examined by simulations. To show advantage of its application in the real world, we apply a Multi Observer to a sensorless problem of a DC motor. Relying on simulations we show that a Multi Observer is not significantly affected by noise.
Multi observer definition
We analyze the observer design technique for a multi input multi output linear system given by:
where:
consists of known parameters. We assume that the system is observable.
A typical approach is to design a Luenberger observer, which consists of a single system:
where n p L × ∈ R is the gain matrix. Next, we obtain an autonomous system
is the estimation error. We assume that LC A − has poles in the left plane. This is easy to obtain for any observable system by designing gain L .
The above structure, where for a one plant is only one observer is common for the previous work. In our approach we would like to extend the number of observers to more than 1. Hence we define M observers ( )
where
is the observer index. It is worth noting that the difference between the observers is only between the initial state. Due to the introduction of many observers, we have many state vectors k x . Nonetheless in the control system we require only one value of a state estimate. Thus, we combine all vectors from M observers into one
represents weight coefficients. Please note that the proposed structure gives us a chance to estimate the observer state in two layers. The first is well known and is based on a Luenberger observer. The second is related to adjusting the influence of k observer on the final result. Now, we may define our goal of this work. We would like to find how to define the observation law in the second layer.
Main results
In this section we would like to present two main statements. The first proves that there exists such * α k that estimates state x through Equation (8) . The second defines the mapping which enables us to construct an observer.
To build the observer we calculate the observation error for all models. The error is defined as:
The error is found between the Multi Observer state x and the system state x . We assume that ∑ + = = α 
where k e is the single observer error, whose derivative is the same as in Equation (5
(12)
as linearly independent vectors. Then, there exist weights * α k ,
which are satisfied by the equation
Furthermore, if the equation
Proof. With the help of (10), we consider the following equation
are linearly independent vectors, we can choose * α k to span any vector in 1 × n R . Hence, we can choose such * α k that (15) is equal to ) 0 ( x . This assures that (13) is true.
To show second statement, we consider the following equation
Because of linearly independent vectors ) 0
Lemma 2.
Under the foregoing conditions, the observation error σ e is 0 for
(17)
The solution of equation error (12) for k observer is given by 
is the state-transition matrix. Hence, with the help of Lemma 1 we obtain:
which finishes the first part of the proof.
From Lemma 1, we conclude that
From the point of view of the observation process, we search an algorithm which could estimate )
. It could be expected that if it is possible to estimate ) ( α t k coefficients simultaneously with decaying ) (t e k , then the observation process will converge faster. Unfortunately, in Equation (11) and the following mapping:
is equal to 0. This motivated us to search more sophisticated transformation. We calculate 1 − n derivatives of (7) )
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where j denotes an index and k is the observer number, create the integration chain
M ,
It is worth to note that ) ( ξ t k is found relying on output error ) ( η t k and its integrals. Hence, it is easily accessible in the control system. Now, we are ready to state a theorem which enables estimation of ) ( α t k coefficients. 
where ( )
. The auxiliary error may be rewritten as
and with the help of (10)
From Lemma (1), we conclude that 0 ) ( = ξ t e . This finishes the first part of the proof. Now, let assume that 0 ) ( = ξ t e . This yields to
From the properties of the transition matrix we known that ) ( Γ t is invertible for 0 > t . Additionally, we have also assumed that the matrix is observable, hence ] [
The above result describes how to estimate state ) (t x in the second layer. The key-note of the estimation algorithm is to find * α k whose value is unknown at the beginning of the observation process. As soon as we estimate * α k , we known from Theorem 1 that ) ( σ t e is reduced Brought to you by | Uniwersytetu Technologicznego w Szczecinie -Biblioteka Glówna Zachodniopomorskiego Authenticated Download Date | 9/21/17 12:06 PM to 0 . This means that ) ( t x is equal to ) (t x . In the next section we will show how to find * α k based on (33). Now, the main point of applying a Multi Observer is clearly visible. It has to be emphasized that the goal of using many observers is not to find the initial starting guest of ) 0 ( x as close as ) 0 ( x . The second layer is introduced to provide additional mapping and thereby expand the capabilities of the observation process.
Estimation algorithm
In this section we describe a method of estimation of weights ) ( α t k . Relying on Theorem 2 we would like to find * α k which reduces 0 ) (
. Hence, with the help of (10) it is worth to rewrite (33) as
The simplest method to find * α k is to solve the above equation such that 0 ) (
. However, such a solver is difficult to implement in a real time system and the disturbances will greatly influence the solution. Hence, we propose to find ) ( α t k coefficients by an RLS algorithm which works in a discrete domain.
Let consider that the second layer works in the sampled time frame. We assume that the weight factors ) ( 
is the identity matrix, . The specified estimator error converges to 0 because matrix rls ϕ is full rank.
In the next section, we will show that the proposed methodology provides great transient improvement in the observation process.
Simulation

Compare with Luenberger Observer
To show the properties of Multi Observer, we consider a linear system defined as 
where a 0 = −263.5, a 1 = −129.1, a 2 = −20. We consider three different gains in a single observer to show the influence of Multi Observer on an observation process. Now, we define the number of a multiple observer equal to 4 1 = + n . The initial estimation points are equal to: x x x x (55) and weight's coefficients are given by:
Thus, the initial estimation point is:
The RLS gain is set to 10 = rls p
. The plant and observer have been simulated by the Eulerforward method with sampling time T p = 1 ms. The output signal has been disturbed by white noise with variance 0.05. The input signal is square waveform with an amplitude of 4 and a period of 250 ms. The results are presented in Fig. 1 . It is visible that for all gains 1 L , 2 L and 3 L Multi Observer has a smaller overshoot and faster converge time than the single observer. It also does not increase the level of noise in estimated states. It is visible that for high gain values, a single observer has peaks at the beginning of transients. This effect does not take place for a Multi Observer.
Observer for speed-sensorless DC
Let consider an observer applied to a constructed speed-sensorless DC drive [4] . We assume a DC motor model as
where: ω is the motor speed, i is the phase current, L T is the constant load torque, u is the phase voltage, R is the resistance, L is the inductance, t k is the torque constant, b is the viscous friction and J is the rotor inertia. Motor parameters are defined in Table 1 . In the speed-sensorless problem we accept that motor speed and load torque are inaccessible. Hence, it is useful to consider load torque as motor state variable. This gives possibility to estimate its value. Thus, we transform model (58-59) into state space system (1) 
[ ]
Now, to construct an observer we choose matrix L as
which gives the following linear time-invariant system 
represent the estimated speed error, estimated current error and estimated load torque error respectively. We set μ equal to 0.06 Nm/As. Thus, system (64) has poles equal to −361.11, −13.46, −1.53.
In our system, load torque is modelled as a state variable. This provides that the observer is represented by A, C and L matrixes of system (3) . Now, we can apply a Multi Observer extension. The number of single observers is equal to 4 1 = + n . Each observer has a different initial point 
The above points satisfies condition (13) . We choose initial weights coefficients equal to . The motor voltage is equal to 10 V and load torque is equal to 0.01 Nm. To imitate real environment, white noise is added to the output of the motor model with a variance of 05 . 0 . The simulation results are presented in Figs. 2, 3 and 4. Fig. 5 shows the transients of weights " k which are implemented only in the Multi Observer case.The figures consist of the motor state and estimated state by Multi Observer (MO) and the single observer (SO). The latter is a Luenberger observer defined by A, C and L matrixes. It is visible that the Multi Observer converges faster than the single observer in all the cases. It has also a small overshoot. The estimated speed and motor current are also not affected by noise. 
Conclusions
In this work a new framework has been proposed to solve the observation problem for a linear system. Based on the presented simulation, we have shown that it significantly improves transients. The analysis of properties of Multi Observer was performed as well. The future work is to apply the Multi Observer to real application.
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